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propose a new approach for high-resolution tomographic analysis of cylindrical samples that is based on rotational X-ray tomography. Commercially available X-ray tubes operating at typical

tube currents of 50-1000 mA can be used to generate X-ray beam paths that are parallel to the axis of the cylinder. The tomographic reconstruction of the cylinder can be obtained by
rotating the sample around the axis of the cylinder. The technique was tested on a cylindrical sample with a known diameter and geometry of voids, and the obtained results were compared

with those obtained by the use of a pinhole collimator.Friday, 1 March 2016 Let's Get Real About Alpacas! Let's Get Real About Alpacas By: Rebecca Hein Alpacas are a breed of domestic
sheep, so you know what I mean by getting "real" about your alpacas. Perhaps you are amazed and awe struck by the intelligence, beauty and abundance of these interesting creatures. Or

maybe you find them a bit cute, maybe they are the opposite to the cuddly, fuzzy kitty cat you had as a pet when you were a kid. Or maybe they creep you out because of their eerie,
unblinking expressions. What is it about this breed of sheep that draws our attention and love? Is it really the soft fuzzy fur? The cute baby rambunctiousness? Is it the mooing? (Oh, please

don't moo me.) Or, maybe you like to get "real" because of the cost. Alpacas may be free-range farmers' livestock with a high affection rate. They can be great family pets. Or, you may want
to rethink your position about this elusive creature. There are many breeds of alpacas. There are alpacas in the color spectrum similar to that of black, white and red. Color options include

black, white, copper, red, champagne and
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